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MULTI-TOOLS

Charge TTi+ The Charge TTi+ features a cutting hook, scissors, 
outside-accessible blades, bit drivers, crimpers and more. Fitted with 
comfort-sculpted titanium handles and S30V® stainless steel clip-point 
knife. Grab a hold of one today and you’ll quickly see why the Charge 
models are the pinnacle of the Leatherman multi-tool collection. 
Length: 100 mm closed. Weight: 232 g. 
The Charge TTi+ features: needle nose pliers, regular pliers, hard wire cutters, wire 
cutters, crimper, wire stripper, S30V clip-point knife, 420HC serrated knife, wood saw, scissors, 
cutting hook, ruler, can & bottle opener, wood/metal file, diamond-coated file, large bit driver, 
small bit driver, medium screwdriver, fixed and releasable lanyard attachment, removable 
pocket clip, 25-year warranty,

Charge TTi+         code    list     
         LEALT980   £191.63   £153.25

Wave+ Leatherman’s most popular multi-tool ever. Unusually, four 
locking blades are accessible without opening the tool. Now with 
larger knives and stronger pliers. Length: 100 mm closed. Weight: 241 g. 
The Wave+ features: Needle nose pliers, regular pliers, premium replaceable hard wire 
cutters, replaceable wire cutters, wire strippers, 420HC knife, 420HC serrated knife, wood 
saw, spring-action scissors, ruler, can & bottle opener, wood/metal file, diamond-coated file, 
large bit driver, small bit driver, medium screwdriver, lanyard attachment, 25-year warranty.

Wave +          code    list     
Supplied in a box      LEALT655   £112.46   £82.50

Skeletool This is my favourite multi-tool — and I’ve tried quite a 
few! The handy karabiner clip and its low weight are the real winning 
features for me. It is still a full-size Leatherman multi-tool featuring 
a stainless steel combo straight/serrated blade [ideal for cutting 
through rope], good pliers, a bit driver and the karabiner/bottle opener 
— and that’s it. Only the most necessary multi-tool features, because 
sometimes that’s all you need. The removable pocket clip means it 
easily clips onto a belt or pack — no sheath required. We really like it! 
Length: 100 mm closed. 
The Skeletool features: needle nose pliers, regular pliers, hard-wire cutters, wire 
cutters, 420HC Combo knife, karabiner clip/bottle opener, large bit driver, replaceable pocket 
clip, stainless steel, one-hand operable features, locking blade. Handle bit storage with: 
Phillips PH1 and PH2, Screwdriver 3/16”. 25-year warranty.

Skeletool     weight   code    list     
     142 g   LEALT85CP   £74.96   £59.95

Wingman The spring-action jaws have been newly designed and 
are handy when doing delicate work. Excellent value. The Wingman 
features the popular outside-accessible one-hand opening blade. Made 
in Portland, Oregon from an improved high-carbon form of 420 stainless 
steel. The super sharp blade locks in place and then folds up easily. The 
Wingman can always be by your side with its handy pocket clip. It also 
comes with a nylon case. Length: 97 mm closed.  
The Wingman features: Spring-action needle nose pliers, spring-action regular pliers, 
spring-action wire cutters, wire stripper, 420HC Combo knife, spring-action scissors, package 
opener, ruler, can & bottle opener, wood/metal file, Phillips screwdriver, medium screwdriver, 
small screwdriver. 25-year warranty.

Wingman     weight   code    list    price
with nylon case  198.4 g   LEALT110    £69.95   £46.63

Style PS A unique, travel-friendly, 
multi-tool. With pliers, a file, tweezers, 
scissors, bottle opener and mini-
screwdriver, you’ll never be without 
your most necessary tools even when 
you travel! [approved by most airports]. 
Fits in a pocket or clips on your pack or 
bag for easy portability. 
Length: 75 mm closed. 

The Style PS features: Spring-action needle nose pliers, spring-action regular pliers, 
spring-action wire cutters, spring-action scissors, flat/Phillips screwdriver, tweezers, nail file, 
karabiner/bottle opener, key ring hole, outside-accessible features, travel-friendly, stainless 
steel, glass-filled nylon handle, 25-Year warranty.

Style PS     weight   code    list     price
     45 g    LEAPS    £33.29   £26.65

Tradeline

Tradeline

Tradeline

Leatherman
It used to be a simple choice between the Leatherman Supertool and the 
Gerber Bluntnose, then came the rest of them — Waves, Surges, Legends, 
Squirts, Kicks, Blasts and Crunches! We can’t stock them all, so to save you 
time we have listed a selection of the best and most suitable tools starting 
with the original compact Leatherman Tools with a 25-year guarantee.

LEATHERMAN

Top of the 
Leatherman 

range!

Our biggest 
selling 

multi-tool!

19
 Tools

My favourite 
multi-tool

Like to 
travel light? 
Just 142 g!

Heat treated 
420HC for 
strength!
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OHT [One Handed Tool] Black We fell in love with this tool from 
Leatherman when we first came across it - a complete one-handed 
operable multi-tool with both one-handed opening pliers, and one-
handed opening blades! Plus it comes in our beloved theatre Black. 
Once you have one you’ll wonder how you ever lived without it! 
 
4 100% Operable with One Hand
4 Integrated Lanyard Attachments
4 Stainless Steel Body
4 25 Year Warranty
4 Black MOLLE Sheath

The OHT Black tools: spring action needle nose pliers, spring action regular pliers, 
spring action replaceable 154CM wire cutters, spring action replaceable 154CM hard wire 
cutters, 420HC knife, 420HC serrated knife, Philips screwdriver, small screwdriver, medium 
screwdriver, large screwdriver, wood saw, strap cutter, Can & Bottle opener, Oxygen tank 
wrench, #8-32 cleaning rod /brush adapter, 25 year warranty.

OHT Black         code    list    price
Supplied with a black sheath   LEALT875BM  £104.13   £83.29

Micra The old favourite is still 
available for those who appreciate 
the best spring-action scissors 
around. 
Length: 65 mm closed. 

The Micra features: 420HC knife, scissors, flat/Phillips screwdriver, ruler, nail file/
cleaner, tweezers, bottle opener, medium and extra small screwdriver, clip point, lanyard 
attachment.

Micra       weight   code    list     price
      51 g    LEA005    £29.96   £23.95

Ny l on  Pouch  fo r 
Leatherman Multi-tools
Some Leatherman tools are no 
longer supplied with a pouch 
as standard, or you may need a 
replacement! Fits:
4 Wave +  4 Charge +
4 Charge TTi + 4 Crunch
4 Rebar 4 Wingman
4 Sidekick 4 Skeletool
4 Skeletool CX 4 Skeletool RX

Nylon Pouch         code         price
          LEALP20M       £10.79

Free™ P2 Pliers Maximum functionality with unmatched 
comfort, durability and ease-of-use. Length: 108 mm closed. Blade: 70 mm. Weight: 
216 g. Material: Stainless Steel. The Free™ P2 features: Needle nose pliers, regular 
pliers, premium replaceable wire & hard wire cutters, electrical crimper, wire strippers, 420HC 
combo [half straight, half serrated] knife, spring-action scissors, package opener, awl, can 
& bottle opener, wood/metal file, Phillips screwdriver, medium screwdriver, small screwdriver, 
extra-small screwdriver, pry tool, Ruler [25 mm], removable pocket clip, 25-year warranty.

Free™ P2 Pliers        code    list    
Supplied with a grey nylon sheath   LEAP2    £137.46   £117.12

Free™ P4 Pliers A beefed up version of the P2 above, also 
includes a saw, and a serrated knife. Length: 108 mm closed. Blade: 70 mm. Weight: 
245 g. Material: Stainless Steel. The Free™ P4 features: Needle nose pliers, regular 
pliers, premium replaceable wire & hard-wire cutters, electrical crimper, wire strippers, 420HC 
knife, 420HC serrated knife, spring-action scissors, saw, pry tool, package opener, awl, can & 
bottle opener, wood/metal file, Phillips screwdriver, medium screwdriver, small screwdriver, 
extra-small screwdriver, Ruler [25 mm], removable pocket clip, 25-year warranty.

Free™ P4 Pliers         code    list    
Supplied with a grey nylon sheath   LEAP4    £158.29   £134.87

Free™ T2 Tool Small but mighty, the T2 is the most compact 
multi-purpose tool in the FREE™ collection. Length: 93 mm closed. Blade: 
56mm. Weight: 94 g. Material: Stainless Steel. The Free™ T2 features: 420HC knife, 
pry tool, awl, bottle opener, Phillips screwdriver, medium screwdriver, extra-small screwdriver, 
25-year warranty.

Free™ T2 Tool        code    list    
Supplied in a box       LEAT2    £49.96   £42.57

Free™ T4 Tool Small but mighty, the T4 is the “big brother” 
to the T2 above, with added features , but remains a highly compact 
multi-purpose tool. Length: 93 mm closed. Blade: 56mm. Weight: 94 g. Material: 
Stainless Steel. The Free™ T4 features: Spring-action scissors, package opener, Wood/
Metal file, tweezers, 420HC knife, pry tool, awl, bottle opener, Phillips screwdriver, medium 
screwdriver, extra-small screwdriver, inbuilt pocket clip, 25-year warranty. 

Free™ T4 Tool        code    list    
Supplied in a box       LEAT4    £74.96   £63.87

Tradeline
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Leatherman FREE™
The new Leatherman FREE™ range is designed to be facilitate one-handed 
use, and FREE™ you of frustration! All of the tools are accessible on the 
outside to aid this, and feature the FREE™’s revolutionary magnetic 
locking system that allows smooth, quick access to tools. All of the tools 
lock into place [note some of the plier heads do not lock], allowing the 
user to apply pressure safely. .

LEATHERMAN FREE COLLECTION
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 Tools
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The Free™ 
P2 Pliers

The Free™ 
T2 tool

The Free™ 
P4 Pliers

The Free™ 
T4 Tool

Includes 
tweezers!
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Free™ K2 Knife Less a multi-
tool, than an action-packed pocket knife. 
Available in 2 finishes. Length: 115 mm closed. 
Blade: 84 mm. Weight: 139 g. The Free™ K2 
features: 420HC Knife, pry tool, package opener, 
awl, bottle opener, Phillips screwdriver, medium and 
extra-small screwdrivers, removable pocket clip, 25 
year warranty.

Free™ K2 Knife        code    list     
K2 Grey         LEAK2G    £91.63    £78.07
K2X Silver       LEAK2S    £91.63    £78.07

Free™ K4 Knife Even more of 
a hybrid than the K2 knife above - this 
has the clever combo knife, and spring-
action scissors. Available in 2 finishes. 
Length: 115 mm closed. Blade: 84 mm. Weight: 156 g. 
The Free™ K4 features: 420HC combo knife 
[half straight, half serrated], spring-action scissors, 
pry tool, package opener, awl, bottle opener, Phillips 

screwdriver, medium and extra-small screwdrivers, removable pocket clip, 25 year warranty.
Free™ K4 Knife        code    list     

K4 Grey         LEAK4G    £104.13   £88.72
K4X Silver       LEAK4S    £104.13   £88.72

Gerber Suspension The 
perfect blend of ergonomics, 
style and durability, the Gerber 
Butterfly-opening tools set the 
industry standard.

Length: 89 mm closed. 
The Suspension features: Saw, scissors, needle 
nose pliers, wire cutter, fine edge blade, serrated edge 
blade, Phillips screwdriver, small flat screwdriver, medium 
flat screwdriver, can & bottle opener, karabiner hole, open 
frame design, includes lifetime warranty.
4 External one-handed access to blades
4 Comfortable contoured grip area 
4 Lightweight design 	4 Amazing value  

Gerber Suspension   weight   code    list     each
     255 g   GER1471    £52.00   £36.95

Gerber Crucial Although compact 
and lightweight, the Crucial is still packed 
with all the essential full-size features. 
Length: 91 mm closed. 
The Crucial features: Liner lock [clicks to lock], 
needle nose pliers, Phillips screwdriver, bottle opener, 
karabiner clip, regular pliers, fine/serrated blade, large 
flat screwdriver, V-cut wire cutters, pocket clip, includes 
lifetime limited warranty.  
4 Lightweight and compact design
4 Carries like a pocket knife

Gerber Crucial    weight   code    list     each
Grey     142 g   GER0014    £56.15    £35.75

Gerber Dime Micro Multi-
Tool  Gerber took the standard 
keychain multi-tool manufactured it 
from 3Cr13 type stainless steel and in 
addition to stainless steel pliers, wire 
cutters, a fine edge blade, spring-
loaded scissors, flathead screwdriver, 
crosshead screwdriver, tweezers and 

file, included a unique blade designed to safely cut and score plastic 
packaging and a bottle opener that is exposed even when the tool is 
closed. Compact and lightweight. Length: 70 mm closed. 
The Dime features: Pliers, wire cutter, fine edge knife, retail package opener, scissors, 
crosshead driver, medium flat screwdriver, bottle opener, tweezers, file, lanyard ring. 

Gerber Dime     weight   code    list     each
Red     62 g    GER1132    £31.20    £22.50
Green    62 g    GER1040    £31.20    £22.50

Gerber Pro Scout Needle 
Nose Multi-Plier The most 
deluxe version of the 600 line. Fitted 
with needle nose pliers and strong 
Fiskars scissors. Many people like this 
style because the pliers can be flicked 
out for use single-handed. 
Length: 128 mm closed. 
The 600 – Pro Scout features: Pliers, wire 
cutter, crimper, ruler, Phillips screwdriver, bottle & 
can opener, fine edge knife, serrated knife, scissors, 
RemGrit saw, file, small, medium & large flat drivers.

Gerber Pro Scout    weight   code    list    price
     218 g   GER7564    £88.40   £65.00

Vic to r i nox  Sw i ss 
Champ A wonderfully made 
and useful tool. The pliers are not 
quite up to the kind of tasks that 
a full-sized multi-tool will tackle 
but the multitude of functions 
make the Swiss Champ perfect 
for everyday use. Length: 91 mm. 

The Swiss Champ features: Large & small blade, bottle & can opener, 1.5 mm,  
2 mm, 3 mm & 5 mm screwdriver, wire stripper, bender & crimper, reamer, punch & sawing 
awl, corkscrew, scissors, pliers, fish scaler, hook disgorger, ruler [cm], ruler [inch], wood saw, 
nail file & cleaner, metal saw, metal file, magnifying glass, Phillips screwdriver, 4 mm chisel, 
multipurpose hook, toothpick, tweezers, ballpoint pen, pin, key ring.

Swiss Champ     weight   code    list     price
Black handle   185 g   TOL4009    £66.82   £51.95

Swiss Flash has become a dead duck.
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Gerber
Founded in 1939 in the United States by Pete Gerber to supply kitchen 
knives to the catalogue retailer Abercrombie and Fitch. Gerber is no longer 
just a legendary knife company, it is now the second largest manufacturer 
of quality multi-tools in the USA.

Victorinox
In 1884 Karl Elsener started his cutlery company in Switzerland. In 
1897 he created a light and elegant “Officers Knife” that would later, in 
remembrance of his mother, Victoria, become known around the world as 
Victorinox® Original Swiss Army Knife. Today, this ingenius, award-winning 
knife remains an icon of precision, quality, functionality, versatility and 
outstanding value.

GERBER

VICTORINOX
The best 

value multi-
tool around

9
 Tools

The Free™ K2 Grey

The Free™ K2X Silver

The Free™ K4 Grey

The Free™ K4X Silver
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Petzl Spatha Knife  
A nice light knife with a 
good blade. The central 
wheel has two key features: 
it is designed to accept a 
karabiner [even a HMS page 
179] or a Caritool [page 
309]; it is also grooved to aid 

pivoting of the blade to open and close. There is a back locking system. 
The handle is nylon and textured for grip. The blade is stainless steel, 
with a smooth tip and a serrated edge for cutting through slings and 
rope. Length: 120 mm closed.

Petzl Spatha Knife   weight     code     price
180 mm    43 g      PETS92AN    £21.50

Gerber E-Z Out™ 
Rescue Knife  This 
knife features an easy and 
smooth opening surgical 
stainless steel blade in a 
virtual ly indestructible 
polycarbonate handle. The 

combination of size, shape and open-handed operation makes this  
a very popular knife. Fitted with a stainless steel 
pocket clip. The blade is serrated the full length for 
cutting quickly through ropes. The rounded blunt 
end to the 89 mm long blade will help guard against 
accidents. Length: 114 mm closed.

E-Z Out Rescue Knife   weight     code       list  price
     93 g      GER06971     £39.16  £34.50

Wichard Luminous 
Knife Slick design featuring 
a soft grip, a wrist loop and 
allows for single handed 

opening. The strong stainless knife has a locking blade with a 
serrated section for cutting modern composite ropes plus  
a shackle key and spike. The handle is luminous so you 
can find it in the dark. Alasdair’s personal choice of sailing 
knife.Length: 115 mm closed.

Wichard Luminous Knife weight     code       list   price
     85 g      TOL10122       £33.25  £29.95

Klein Sportsman 
Knife A classic traditional 
knife with a reputation for 
good reliable service. Ebony 
wood with a 86 mm blade and 
brass bolsters supplied in a 
leather snap case with belt 
loop. Length: 124 mm closed.

Klein Sportsman     weight     code     price
     152 g     TOL44037    £49.95

Felco Folding Saw A while ago we were upset when Gerber 
stopped making their handy folding saw so we decided to stock this 
excellent quality Felco version. Then, Gerber decided to re-introduce 
their saw      so now there’s a choice. Fast cutting pull action with 
rust-resistant hard chrome blade. Ideal for emergency use. Will easily 
fit in a small tool bag [only 200 mm when closed] and at 135 g it won’t 
weigh you down.

Felco Folding Saw   weight     code     price
     135 g     TOLF600     £28.32

Gerber Gator Exchange-A-Blade 
Saw The reason we like these so much is they 
are small enough to fit in a compact tool box 
and they are supplied with a strong cordura 
pouch. The coarse blade cuts rapidly through 
timber and the fine blade is designed to cut 
through bone which is obviously really handy 
on stage. They are such good value we think 
they’ve made a mistake. Weight: 307 g. 
q	Supplied in a tough ballistic nylon pouch 
with: coarse and fine blade in stainless steel.

Gerber Gator Exchange-A-Blade Saw    code       list   price
Saw including coarse + fine blade + pouch  TOL2241457  £39.51  £31.61

Silva Stopwatch Starter  
A stopwatch with a clear design and attractive 
shape. Suitable for timing shows or any activity 
that requires a simple, functional stopwatch. 
Stopwatch Starter has the following functions:
4 Stopwatch with 1/100 second 4 Split time

4 Clock 4 Alarm 4 Calendar

Stopwatch Starter   weight     code  list  price
     41 g      GER46066 £15.99  £12.95

Helping Hand Make your life 
a bit easier with this magnifying 
set of adjustable grips to hold those 
fiddly bits while you work. Perfect 
for soldering.

Helping Hand          code     price
           TOL60338    £4.68



Tradeline

Purchase of Knives
The UK Law states that it is illegal to sell knives to persons under the 
age of 18. Our staff may ask for identification with proof of age when 
purchasing at our trade counter. Online purchases must be made with a 
UK issued credit card or using a trade account. Flints reserves the right 
to refuse the sale of these items should we suspect that they are being 
purchased by those under 18.

The 
sailor’s 
knife

Razor 
sharp!

The 
recommended 

knife for 
rescue work

HELPING HANDS

FOLDING SAWSFOLDING KNIVES

STOPWATCHES


